



Pet Portrait Display Products 

Framed Wall Portraits 

Available in many, many styles from 
barnwood to metal standout. 

Let me know if you have a style in mind, and I’ll send 
photos of what’s available.

Prices are approximate (depending on styel), and include 
professionally retouched image, acrylic, frame, hanging 
hardware and (on request) matte (reduces image size). 
Delivered ready to hang.


11x14: 	 $240

16x20: 	 $300

20x24:		 $400


Frameless Wall Display 

Sleek, modern options that maximize image size


Gallery Wrap 
Canvas print tightly wrapped around a 1.5” or 2.5” wooden 
frame.  
Many more sizes available, up to 40x60!


 
11x14: 	 $200 
16x20:	 $275 
24x36:	 $550 
30x40: 	 $800


Other frameless displays we offer: Standouts (flush-mounted on 
lightweight foam block); Float Wraps (similar to Gallery Wraps 
but mounted on thin board for a shallower, smoother profile); 
and metal prints with inset metal frame (must be seen to be 
appreciated!). Write to mark@phoDOGraphy.com for details.


fetching pet portraits 

mailto:mark@phoDOGraphy.com


Complete set of Images 

The only way to get all of the images in your gallery AND the digital images


Keepsake Box 
Custom-designed with a wrap-
around photo (or two) of your 
choice, this elegant box comes 
with all the photos in your 
gallery (up to 100), each 
cleaned-up and enhanced. 


4x6: 	 $500 
5x7: 	 $600


Wooden Box 
Satisfyingly solid, with an image of your choice printed 
directed onto the lid, this is my personal favorite way to 
store and view a stack of photos!


Please note: photo shows black styrene-mounted prints. 
This elegant option is limited to your favorite 20 images, 
at the same price.


4x6: 	 $500 
5x7:	 $600




Books & Albums 

Our custom-made photo books 
and albums are available in 
many sizes and design options, 
including lay-flat pages with a 
minimal gutter, permitting 
beautiful 2-page spreads that 
really show off your favorite 
images. I offer only the 
highest-quality albums 
available to photographers.


Starting at $200


Contact me for more info: mark@phoDOGraphy.com


And More… 

Small items for private spaces or to carry with you everywhere


Accordian Mini-Books 

These little books fold into a tiny 
package with magnetic closure 
for your handbag, and fan out on 
both sides to display a total of 16 
images of your choice. Fun!


2.5x3.5” or 3x3”: $125


mailto:mark@phoDOGraphy.com


Photo Folios 

These elegant display for personal 
spaces are available in many sizes 
and cover fabrics, including leather 
and suede. And they come in a gift 
box.

4x5: 	 $125 
5x7:	 $140 
8x10:	 $175


 

Ten-Page “Carry Albums” 
—closeout 

Your ten favorite images mounted in 
a sturdy 3x3 or 4x5 black album. 

Prints are hand-mounted and we 
cannot guarantee perfect alignment. 
While supplies last.


2x3: $75

3x3: $100

4x5: $125



